Destruction of sympathetic and sensory neurons in the developing rat by a monoclonal antibody against the nerve growth factor (NGF) receptor.
The ability of the monoclonal antibody, 192-IgG, directed against the rat nerve growth factor (NGF) receptor to mimic or inhibit the actions of NGF was examined in vitro and in vivo. 192-IgG had no effect on morphology, survival, or protein synthesis rates of sympathetic neuronal cultures. When injected into newborn rats, destruction of sympathetic, but not sensory, neurons was produced. Injection prenatally produced more dramatic destruction of sympathetic neurons and, in addition, destruction of neural crest-derived sensory neurons. Therefore, although 192-IgG had no discernible effects in vitro, it produced a pattern of neuronal destruction in vivo qualitatively similar to that produced by antibodies to NGF itself.